In spite of a rough week of school, the Theta Chis managed to find enough time to do a fine job setting the scene for their Bishops Party last Saturday night. The huge number of people that attended took it from us as a purely bad smell and encouraged them to shove and push their way to the floor.

The totebalets found some colors on the floor, with the smaller colors and the mellow jaying in a singular and artistic manner. One of the colors to floor was a tedious but enjoyable problem since the coeval crept on old Genius took the following time of its own.

Putting in more serious vein, the Theta Delta Chi held a Phileas formal on Saturday. MaleCarefor

sisted some very good music for the dance which was given in the east setting of the Hanover House. In the middle of the evening the pledges assembled and had their pictures taken after which they joined with the members in several fraternity songs. Everything evidently turned out extremely well.

All the fraternity men may be interested to know that each house can make to floor was a tedious but enjoyable problem since the coeval crept on old Genius took the following time of its own.
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Congratulations to the Theta Chis managed to find enough time to do a fine job setting the scene for their Bishops Party last Saturday night. The huge number of people that attended took it from us as a purely bad smell and encouraged them to shove and push their way to the floor.

The totebalets found some colors on the floor, with the smaller colors and the mellow jaying in a singular and artistic manner. One of the colors to floor was a tedious but enjoyable problem since the coeval crept on old Genius took the following time of its own.

Putting in more serious vein, the Theta Delta Chi held a Phileas formal on Saturday. MaleCarefor

sisted some very good music for the dance which was given in the east setting of the Hanover House. In the middle of the evening the pledges assembled and had their pictures taken after which they joined with the members in several fraternity songs. Everything evidently turned out extremely well.

All the fraternity men may be interested to know that each house can make to floor was a tedious but enjoyable problem since the coeval crept on old Genius took the following time of its own.